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The object of this journal is to r.ecordaccurately and 
lucidly the latest scientific, mechanical and industrial 
news of the day. As a weekly journal, it is in a posi
tiOft .. JQ announC/l interesting developments before they 
are published elsewhere. 

The Editor is iliad to have submitted to him timely 
articles suitable for these columns, especially when such 
articles a.re ·accompanied QY photographs. 

St. Patrick in the Patent Office 

A.' LONG standin.g conv~ntion which seems to be 
: . ' ...... . breaking down under the assault of modern 

, ideas is the once inflexible rule that a professional 
man may ,uot advertise. The very fact 'that we are so 
generally receding from this extreme standard may be 
taken as indication of .its too severe character; but it 
rested on fundamentally sound doctrine. 

Above all, advertisin~ :mWit be honest; whatever the 
goods or services offered, thElY must be truthfully repre
sented. If merchandise 'is 'advertised in false and mis
leading terms, the purchaser can check up the claims 
against the ~oods, before or after buy~,qg. The same 
thin~ . holds in 'connection with the con'crete services of 
the :pluIti~;or 'the carpenter. But with the professional 
mah 'wlibaiivertises· the case is ·diffe'lreut.· 

Shall we say .the doctor is a fraud or a failure .because 
the patient dies? Shall we <!mlounce as a .thief ·or .11. 

bungler the lawyer who 10ses 'oUr case? Shall 'we brand 
as incompetent or dishonest the teacher under whom 
our younl!; hopeful fails in Latin or algebra? Patients 
die, c~ses are lost, students 'fail, under the best of treat
ment. Who shall ev.er say whether due diligence has 
been exercised, whether the ,fault lies with the party of 
the first or of the second part, or with either? 

; W.e.must have.faithin .the doctor; we ca~.iqu~ti(ni 
his ~'Cf)nduct of .the case. . In ret.urn, ariY 'puBli,city in
dl1lged 'in by .theprofessional man should be of the most 
cqIlservative character. On the whole, the proper 
limits are well marked. and well' met. ' There are~ 
however, fields in which this is not the case. One such 
is! that of the patent attorney.· 'Cnscrupulous members 
of 'this profession ' have for y ars flooded the public 
prints and the. mails with advertisements of the most 
outrageous sort . 

. First in Its class is· the announcement bearing the 
fliUliing caption "INYENT SOMETHING." Some
thinI/;, anythinll;-it doesn't in the least matter what; 
aJ;ly old inventioIi is bound to bring you wealth: this 
is: always the plain implication of . the text that follows. 
And· in case the unfortunate inventor can't think of' 
anything to invent, his prospective attorney .will even 
supply; .. tp.is deficiency. 
nt would seem suffiCiently obvious that 'invention is 

not an act of will, ~e putting' on one's clothes in the 
morning. Yet just as a man with a vast array .of cos
tumes ' might, on arising, consult: a list .to, aid his choice, 
so : some ' of . the . big patent practitioners publish pam
phlets telling inventors ' " What to Invent." Two of 
them catalog, respectively, 448 and 319 more or less 
crying . needs, and urge their clients' to gain wealth by 
meeting one of these. 

,Is not this prOll;ram of invention to corder while y.ou 
wait a charming one? The impecunious inventor gets 
up . in the morning, consults the docket of · suggestions, 
and decides to meet crying need No. 222. He devotes 
the morninll; ' to reflection, the afternoon to . transfering 
his idea to paper, and by evening his application is in 
the mails. Next -week he receives . the . delegations of 
plutocrats come to bid for his patent. 

' Much persuasive eloquence is devoted to convincing 
the :reader that this last link in the chain of events is 
an: inevitable one. An imposing, array is cited of in
venti.ons .that have yielded fortunes, from harvesting 
ma~hke and telephone down t.o some trivial toy that 
paid ' its inv~ntQ! $50,000 .. per, \ year. The set prizes 
.offered. '.for , 'cmain iiiventions ; are featured strongly. 
If all the ~?..:;,!4;;:>~iir ·'set" .!!-ncl won, expired or with
drawn, were added, they would of course reach an 
impol!ing total; but n'o singieoffer now. oi>enamounts 
to .any::considerable. sum . . In ' the face of this fact" who 
caR . fail .. to detllct the sharp practice in the caption 
"MILLIONS OFJi'ERED FOR INVENTIONS"? 

One enthusiastic pamphleteer lists fifty inventions 
picked "at random," all of which were money makers, 
and which averaged over $16,000 apiece. We should 
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like to mast~r this gentleman's scheme for random 
selection. It reminds us a good deal of a boyhood 
experience of our .own, when a certain dealer in postage 
stamps made us one price for "picked copies" and a 
lower one for "run of the lot." We selected the latter 
alternative, but he undertook to give us picked copies 
anyhow-picked for poorness. We suspect that the 
identical same sieve thus employed for achieving a 
philatelic average is now in the hands that picked out 
these highly remunerative patents "at random." . 

The vicious feature of all this is that it ~. purposely 
done to instill the deSIre to invent-at so many dollars 
a chance-in persons whose minds are not .inventive 
and who lack the necessary training for invention. 
Invention is just as much a profession as medicine or 
the law; it requITes quite as much ability and prepa
ration as these; a person without both has as much 
chance of success in the one place as in the other.. The 
only exception to this statement is in favor of the man 
who, a'fter long contact with his own business, invents 

. something which can be successfully used therein. 
We presume that if it were as simple a matter to 

secure a licen&e to practice law as it is to get a patent 
that protects nothing, these same shysters would turlf 
their attention to the issuance of such licenses. Doubt
less they would then advertise the enormous fees e8.!ned 
by a Root or a Hughes or a Choate, and compile a list 
of fifty-seven different varieties of law for their victims to 
choose from. Doubtless, too, the patent attorney w.P-.o 
offers what purports to be a guarantee that patents 
taken out by him will be sold,; would present a prettily 
wbrded near-pledge to secure practice· for all "lawyers" 
qualifying through him, And the gentleman who gets 
your patent on a contingent fee, and who accepts .a 
worthless patent rather .than forego tl;ta:t fee, would 
.find a .corresponding dodge in the new field. 

But licenses to practice law ar,e not issued to all 
comers. Nay, we can go further, and state that in the 
light of a recent regulation of the Patent Office, a license 
to practice before the Commissioner of Patents will 
no longer be granted to every Tom, ·Dick a.nd Harry 
who applies for ·and niisues the privilege. For the Com
missioner has rliled that: 

"Every attorney registered to practice .before the 
United States Patent 'Office shall submit to the Com
missioner of Patents for approval copies of all proposed 
advertising matter, circulars,' letters, cards, ' etc" in
tended to solicit patent business. Any regis": 
tei'ed attorney sending-, .. out or using any sucll matter, a 
copy of which has not been subJ,Ilitted in .accordance 
with this rule, or which has been disapproved, shall be 
subject to suspension or disbarment:" 

We need comment no further on this regulatioll than 
to say that there has never been anything like. it before, 
and that we hope it will be use,d courageously to clean 
'up what has long been a 'stench in the nostrils of ,sll 
persons interested in clean patent practice. 

Disillusionment 

~
THOUGH it may hurt our pride to acknowledge 

. 
the whole-souled manner with which we formerly 
accepted German ' propaganda as unvarnished 

truth, there is saving grace in'the rapidlty with which we 
are putting ourselves right. ChemiStry is playing an im
portant part in this, and its accomplishments form the 
subjects of a . series of articles in · a bulletin of the 
Chicago Sec ion of the . American Chemical Society. 

The beet sugar industry affords as ' excellent an ex
ample of far-sighted German propaganda as has come 
to.our notice. The idea of . making sugar from beets, 

, like ' most good,i~, (.originated outside . ,Germany .but 
was appropriated by*that country. ThEr.1U'st suga'riftom 
beets was made in France' in 1870. The :Germans ';were 
quick to appreciate th.e economic advant~es .9ffered and 
became prominent ' irinhe induStry. They,did .much t.o 

. develop varieties of. beets which produce more sugar and 
are of.. higher purity which means that a greater per
centage of the soluble solids.is, sugar. They specialized 
011 sugar making machine!'y, patented processes, creating 
such a reputation for themselves that wherever the 
culture of sugar beets has been illtroduced the German 
has been found in the. important places. 

All this tended to. make us dependent for an important 
item of food. An effort was always made to keep the 
technique in foreign hands, to discourage the growing of 
beet seed in America and to frown upon American made 
apparatus. Some small, vital part, such as ,automatic 
scales or slicer knives was made the. last stand. 

Things have changed. One great company at the sug
gestion of a German employee who, eight years ag.o, said, 
"When the war comes we ought to be producing our 
own seed," undertook that task and has been successful. 
Good seed is produced in America now and with whe.t was 
secured from Russia and~ Holland to help alOll!,; for the 
present we shall be able t.o ·continue the production which 
means more than ever before. American understudies 
of the old foremen ,have surpassed them in skill and n.ow 
think nothing of teaching a ' boy of average intelligence 
manipulations at one time guarded as wonderful secrets. 

There was a shortage of slicer knives soon after war 
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came. The cutting edges of these knives resemble a 
series of Vs joined at the top (VVVVVV), are not easily 
made and have heavy duty to perform. A maker of 
American steel products was approached and he informed; 
the beet men that 10 years ago he had made some knives 
only to be informed that they were unsatisfactory. 
The purchasing agent asked the superintendent what was 
the matter with these knives and the question was 
passed on with no real answer to be found. You see 
they had not been, made in Germany. It is gratifying 
to know that better knives are now made here. 

We have here a perfect samp.le of German trickery. 
We J;oUid have grown our own,'/reed and made our own 
knives but so long as those under Germanjnfluence were 
in power rio one was allowed to believe it. Perhaps after 
all, we have no reaS.on to be ashamed. We met them as 
fellow men and believed what they said just · as we ex
pected them to believe us. Hereafter they willl;ta,,:veto 
come with petitions and affidavits and bonds and .sure
ties if they expect civilized men to believe what they say. 

"Garabed" 

A:ND so, .lJ.ft .. er. all, it turns ou~; t o be nO't~ing but our 
old frie.nd the flywheel anqits fa,rp..iiy of. pJ,llleys 

. ,,-thll,t will~'-the-wisp ofi'$e perpetual motion 
crank. Afters Congress'ionai' Qo~witt~e had made an 
investigation, a special act of Cohgr~ss; hlJ.d been passed, 
and a committee of five scientific men:li~d been apT-ointed 
by the President to look into the invention and determine 
its merits, it was perfectly natural for the whole country 
to be keyed up to a high state of expectancy. Even the 
conservative press was betrayed into t~ expression 
that "There may be something in it." • WEl ourselves 
expected that investigation would disclose an', iIigeni.ous 
bit of mechanism; but it .had not occurred to us that 
," Garabed" would prove to be one of the typiCIIoLper
petual m.otion schemes of the well known typepufsued 
by mim wh.o do not know the difference between, : po~er 
and force. Frankly, we are disappointed in Mr: Glra> 
gossian's lack of originality. 

In a letter to the Py,blic Ledger, Jamell .. A~. Moyer, 
Chairman of the Garabed Commission, giv'l\"~,;~4\lll,~d~
tails of MI'. Giragossian's apparatus for the generation 
of "free energy." 

The machine . consisted of a'~~,~vy flyw pe¢l whi~:could 
be set in motion by means of.)r system of pulleys. The 

. , ... ~-. '" 
flywheel was . mounted in ~wipgS in which frict~Qn 
was reduced to a minimum, :.iJ;J;ld.it was furnished witb 
a form of electric moto!' drive~PSY·· a small storage battery. 
The power ' generated waS sufficient to overcome the 
friction of the machine ,' an~ 'i he wind resistance ' of th~ 
moving parts. The inventqf- ciaimed that the machine 
would start itself, but that if would take a. very long time 
to run the flywheel up t(>;,. 'full speed; ' and . so .it was 
started by a stron!!: man ,by means of tlje' pulleys . and 
belts. After the machine'\ vas started, the battery was 
B;itch~d i;a.nd the m;-cliin~ 'would contfuue to~revolve 
indefinitely....;.,the flywh~k 'rUnning up to rim sPeed of 
about 100 feet a minute: · " The 'Power of this machine 

. then was measured bya device similar to a pony brake 
or power dynamometer which .wasoIoaded With weil!;hts 
until the machine stopped. Frol!lthis the horse-}'ibweL 
was calculated. Apparently it took only one-twentieth 
of a h9rse-power in the electric motor to· keep the 

. machine running, and it took ten horse-power to stop it" 
so that the inventor believed that he was . actuliJ.ly 
producing energy. Evidently he was notpd8sessed of 
evell an elementll.ry k~e of physics, suchasa boy 
acquires in High School, or he would have relilized the 
difference betwee,n'.'force and power. It . sho~d be 
perfectly appare~t to him that the energy stored up in 
. the flywheel was that put int<> it by the man. . All that 
Mr. Giragosf!!ian did after runnIng his machiJ;u:lf9J:'. a . time 
was to stop rt.suddenly and note how greata' power was 
developed by ~expending in a few seconqs :'t~e " ep.ergy 
which it had taken minutes to store up. . At t~e . delnon
stration before " the commission . even the . electrical 
mechanism was;absent, and tl\e inve~tor tried to ' demon
strate the fly-wheel effect without any auxiliary energy 
to overcome:' friction losse!!. Yerynaturally, the decision 
against him was unanimou!!. 

Despit,t. its ridiculous termination, this farce is not 
without its • lessons: Mr:. Giragossian's honesty of 
purpose ,is , dem(mstrated beyond measure of , doubt; 
but., it:'!Ileems.; abs.urd that · in this day . and generation a 
man with no better ' idea . of the fundamenta'l :lam! of 
physics can gain' the . ear·,. of:: Congress and ' haV:~.~.Ji5'g6ial 
measure passed throu~h for the protectioll' of' his' 80-

called "great discovery." " The patent laws of. OUr cOHntry 
are amply able to protect any honest inventor, and it was 
the suspicion of Mr. Giragossian that they . would not 
give him ' this protection which led ' him ' to seek special 
favol'S from Congress. Such all attitude should have 
been discouraged, but Congress, by its unpreCedented 
attentions, actually f.ostered these suspiciolls and cast 
ashlr upon regular legal means of protecting inventOrs 
which are provided by the . Patellt OffiCe. H8.d Mr. 
Giragossian applied ' for a ' patent in ' the usual~ay he 
would have been shown very promptly by the Patent 
Office the fallacy of his reaSonin..g. 
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Electricity 
A New Form of Fxperimental Cell.-In a recent 

paper read before the American ElectrochelDical Society, 
Mr. S. A. Reed describes a form of primary battery for 
experimental purposes. The electrolyte consists of 
fused borax containing manganese, while the negative 
electrode consists of broken carbon in contact with a 
graphite grid. The positive electrode is made of gold 
foil strip. The electrolyte in contact with the outer 
gold strips is oxidized by the air, and subsequently 
reduced by the carbon inside, mixtures of carbon dioxide 
and monoxide being formed at the anode. An E. M. F. 
in the neighborhood of 0.8 volt is stated to be obtained. 

Adjustable Li~ht for the Gara~e.-A very handy 
lamp especially suited for garages and shops where 
direct light is needed on the work has lately appeared on 
the market. The extending arm can be moved either 
up or down or SWUnl!; either way on the pipe stand. It is 
positioned by notches in the collar. The universal joint 
at the end of the arm has a double movement with 
ratchet and swivel, which permits of placinll; the lamp 
at any desired angle. By removing the upright member 
of the stand and placing the arm over a short nipple on 
the base, a convenient floor lamp is obtained for use 
under automobiles. Some thirty feet of connecting 
cord are furnished with the lamp. 

' Wireless Between Holland and Her Colonies.
Various schemes have been started in the Netherlands for 
getting into wireless communication with the Dutch 
East Indies, that Holland might be independent of 
foreign countries for this very necessary service. The 
wireless station at Scheveningen is not powerful enough, 
reaching only to the neighborhood of the Mediterranean; 
and, according to experts, it would be next to ilDpossible 
1;0 enlarge its capacity. The Dutch authorities have 
accordingly selected a new spot for the erection of a very 
powerful station at Schoorl in Gelderland. This will 
be equipped with appliances that will make possible 
direct communication with Javan and Sumatran stations. 

Fine Deposition of Metals.-According to the 
Zeitschrift fur Angewandte Chemie, a German patent 
has been taken out involving a new process for spraying 
metals on to surfaces of any kind. The metal to be 
sprayed forms one of the electrodes of an arc, and a 
blast of gas impinges on this electrode, directed, however, 
in such a manner as not to play on the arc and extinguish 
it. The gas used for the blast is of a non-oxidizing 
nature, and its effect is to carry away fine particles of 
metal, which can thus be deposited on any kind of surface 
forming a very thin skin . When polyphase currents are 
used the electrodes may either be convergent or so placed 
as to cross the streams of gas. In one form of the 
apparatus the arc is started by meanS of the instan
taneous discharge from an auxiliary high-tension circuit. 

Tele~phy Throu~h the Ground.-Some months 
ago interest was excited in France by a report that the 
German army is using a method of communication 
known as "telegraphy through the ground." The 
method appears to be a compromise between wireless 
and one-wire telegraphy. The two communicating 
stations are not connected by wire. According to 
Le M atin, a wire is placed along the fighting front with 
both ends extending into the ground, and current from 
a Rhumkorff coil or kindred apparatus is conveyed along 
it. Installed parallel to this wire, and some distance in 
advance of it is another similar wire, in which current 
is induced by the first, thus permitting the sending of 
signals. The method is thus broadly similar to wireless, 
except that the ground forms the )DediulD instead of the 
air. One would imagine, however, that although the 
method has the advantage that there are no intervening 
wires to be cut, it would, be a very simple system to tap. 

Enemy Wireless Stations in Our Midst.-Two 
secret wireless stations, one a powerful affair for sending 
located on a large office building inside the Chicago loop 
district, were recently raided by operatives from the 
Department of Justice. The second was equipped for 
recdvinu: only and was on the north side. Investigation 
has revealed that the "sending'! station was powerful 
enough to transmit, messages to Mexico. One man 
connected with the work, when taken into custody, was 
found to be registered as an alien enemy. Two wireless 
operators were attached to the sending station when 
Government men raided the office installed on top of 
the downtown ' office block. They admitted they 
had been sending messages for Some time, but dedared 
they had no idea where they ware sending them. They 
insisted they had merely been employed to send and they 
knew nothing more than this about the affair. They 
had a knowledge that the stuff they were handling had 
something to do with Great Lakes, they said. The 
sending s,tation, continues The Wireless Age, was rigged 
up with wires which ran out on to the roof of the sky
scraper and were attached to the metal frame of the 
building to make the necessary "ground." The re
ceiving station was cleverly concealed in a room on the 
upper floor of a flat building. Several hundred feet of 
wire had been rigged up in the room, running back and 
forth to make the aerial. 
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Science 
A Geolo~ical Handbook of Northern France has 

been prepared by Prof. W. M. Davis, of Harvard 
University, who recently published a "Handbook of 
Northern France" of more general scope. Both books 
are designed especially for the use of our soldiers "over 
there," and are approved by the geographical committee 
of the National Research Council. Copies are dis
tributed free to the various cantonments, etc. 

New Processes for Makin~ Coke are being eagerly 
sought by the Government. The Bureau of Standards 
is making experiments with two procedures for coking 
high volatile coals, one developed at St. Paul and one 
at Canal Dover, Ohio. Either method if proved com
mercially practicable would increase greatly the output 
of by-product coke by permitting the use of coal hereto
fore considered unsuitable for coking. Laboratory tests 
have been practically completed, and the Bureau of 
Standards is about to take over temporarily operation 
of the Canal Dover plant in the endeavor to see just how 
the thing }V()rks out on a commercial basis. 

This Year's Meetin~ of the Scientific Societies.
The American Association for 1;he Advancement of 
Science and the national scientific societies affiliated with 
it will meet in Baltimore, Md., under the auspices of the 
Johns Hopkins University, from December 27th to 31st, 
1918. It had been originally planned to meet in Boston 
but, under existing conditions, it was thought best to 
choose a place as near as possible to the main centers of 
scientific activities. At the present time, large numbers 
of scientific men are working in Washington. Baltimore 
is, therefore, the logical place for the meeting.' It is 
planned that the meeting will direct its main attention 
to the service of science in the present national emergency. 

Summer Biolo~ical Stations.-The biological sta
tion of the University of Michigan, situated on the 
shores of Douglas Lake in the northern part of the 
southern peninsula of Michigan, is holding its tenth 
session this summer (July 1st-August 23d), under the 
direction 'of Prof. G. R. La Rue. The Lake Laboratory 
of the Ohio State Ur.iversity, formerly at Cedar Point, is 
located this summer at Put-in-Bay, South Bass Island, 
Lake Erie, and is directed by Dr. F. H. Krecker. The 
laboratory is quartered in the State fish hatchery. 
Courses are given in the various branches of aquatic 
and terrestrial biology, and accommodations are avail
able for persons desiring to engage in research under the 
very favorable conditions of this locality. 

Selenium Not in a Class by Itself.-According to 
recent experiments of the Bureau of Standards, an in
crease in electrical conductivity was observed in crystals 
of selenium, stibnite, boulangerite, jamesonite, bis
muthinite, cylindrite, molybdenite and silver sulfide, 
when exposed to light. Radiophonic experiments are 
described in which some of these substances were joined 
through a battery to the grid circuit of an audion amplifier 
and a telephone. A change in current in this circuit 
affected the telephone. The light stimulus was inter
rupted by means of a rotating sectored disk. With 
several of the substances mentioned, sufficient change 
in conductivity occurred to cause a musical note or 
at least an audible vibration in the receiver. In the 
case of molybdenite it was found that the change in 
conductivity is to some extent a function of the thick
ness (heat cap~city) of the lamina used. 
Measurin~ Atmospheric Pollution.-The prin

cipal methods heretofore used in measuring atmospheric 
pollution were thus summarized by Dr. J. S. Owens, of 
the Coal Smoke Abatement society, at the 1913 meeting 
of the British Association for the Advancement of 
Science: (1) A measured volume of air may be filtered 
through some medium and the amount of the deposit 
ascertained by weighing; (2) in Aitken's dust-counter, 
the number of suspended particles is counted but no 
information is obtained as to their size; (3) a jet of air of 
standard size may be caused to strike a glass plate at 
a fixed distance from the nozzle and the capacity of the 
plate measured after a definite time (or white paper may 
be used and the discoloration measured); (4) the opacity 
of a column of air of given length to a standard light 
may be measured; (5) the visibility of objects at fixed 
distances may be noted and compared from time to time; 
(6) the impurities may be washed out of a known volume 
of air and subsequently collected for weighing and 
analysis. 'In the Third Report of the Committee for the 
Investigation of Atmospheric Pollution, recently issued 
in London, Dr. Owens describes a new process, which 
combines simplicity with a permanent record for refer
ence purposes. A measured volume of air is filtered at 
a fixed rate through a disk of special paper of standard 
size, and the discoloration of the paper is compared with 
a prepared scale. The measurement takes ten minutes. 
By maintaining observations from day to day and from 
year to year, the fluctuations in the purity of the air at 
any place (with respect to solid impurities) can be 
accurately observed. Thus the success of efforts to 
abate the smoke nuisance can be tested, and comparisons 
can be made between the incidence of respiratory dis
eases and the amount of solid matter in the air. 
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Industrial Efficiency 
Our Forei~h Trade for 1918 has ' fallen off slightly 

in the fiscal year, the total being $8,874,000,000, com
pared with $8,949,000,000 in 1917. The imports for 
1918 show an increase of $2,946,0(10,000. Exports, how
ever, show a decrease of $362,000,000, the total for 1918 
being $5,928,000,000, as compared with $6,290,000,000 
in 1917. The excess of exports over imports amounted 
to $2,982,000,000 in 1918, against $3,631,000,000 in 1917. 

A New Process of Hardenin~ Leather.-A Nor
wegian engineer of the city of Arendal, Norway, claims 
to have succeeded after a series of experiments in invent
ing a method whereby sole leather can be hardened so 
that it attains two or three times its usual strength. 
The hardening may be done in several degrees, until 
the leather becomes stiff as 'wood. It is claimed that 
after suitable hardening, sufficient for common shoes or 
boots, it does not lose any of its elasticity. Another 
advantage claimed is that after this treatment the 
leather better resists moisture and heat. It is alleged 
that leather not otherwise .suitable for anything but 
insoles may through this treatment become a satis
factory sole leather. The engineer is patenting his in
vention and sole leather treated after his method will 
soon be placed on the market in Norway. 

How the Army Saves Su~ar and Glycerine.
According to a recent announcement of the War Depart-

, ment, considerable savings in sugar and glycerine are 
beinu: effected by the Quartermaster Corps in discon
tinuing the purchas;J of so-called glycerine soaps for the 
Army. Both of these products are used in the manu
facture of soaps for the purpose of improving its appear
ance, but are unnecessary, as they do not add to the 
value except for commercial purposes. A recent order 
from a quartermaster called for 100,000 pounds of 
glycerine soap, Based on the usual formula, this soap 
would contain 15 per cent of sugar, or a total of 15,000 
pounds, which would have been a complete waste. The' 
soap was provided, but it did not contain sugar or 
glycerine, so that 15,000 pounds of sugar was saved fol' 
food and a proportionate amount of u:lycerine was 
saved for the manufacture of powerful explosives. The 
subsistence division of the Quartermaster Corps, through 
its inspection branch and the food-investigation section, 
is responsible for Army economies in the manufacture 
and supply of foodstuffs and for the saving of needed 
foods for the Army. 

Walnut for Airplane Propellers and Gunstocks.
More American walnut is needed for airplane propellers 
and gunstocks. During the four years' test in the 
present war this wood has proved to be the best material 
for the manufacture of ' the foregoing articles. The 
Government needs all the walnut that can be secured, ' 
during the continuance of the war, but it does not !)uy 
the wood direct, as not all of it can be used for the above 
purposes. Mills holding Government contracts for 
gunstocks or propellers are anxious to purchase walnut 
trees or logs, and the Government urges the owners of 
trees or logs to sell them to the sawmills. Owing to their 
inability to purchase sufficient walnut logs, the sawmill 
proprietors have not been able to supply the present re
quirements of this Government and the Allies. "Fight 
with your walnut trees" is the new slogan of the Hard" 
wood Section, Bureau of Aircraft Production, and the 
Small Arms Section, Ordnance Department. Half a 
dozen trees will provide lumber for a propeller and supply 
gunstocks for a platoon of infantry. The lack of one 
plane in the air or a platoon in the front line might lose 
a battle. Every tree counts. Anyone having walnut 
trees 12 inches or more in diameter should write to 
Capt. R. L. Oakley, Production Division, Ordnance 
Department, Sixth and B Streets, Washington, D . C. 
He will advise correspondents as to where they can sell 
their walnut at a fair price. 

Coal Savin~ in Pittsbur~h.-Thomas R. Brown, ad
ministrative engineer of the United States Fuel Ad
ministration for the Pittsburl!;h district, in a report just 
received in Washington, says that through the inspection 
of industrial steam plants, which was begun there only a 
few weeks ago, a saving of 81,000 tons of coal per year 
has been effected in the Pittsburgh district. This saving 
represents a little more than one week of actual inspec
tion under the general program recently announced by 
the Fuel Administration'. In five manufacturing plants 
usinu: coal for production of power an annual saving of 
53,942 tons of coal have been made by improved methods 
of firing, stopping leaks around boiler settings, and other 
factors which make for economy in the general con
ditions of boiler plant oPeration. Mr. Brown's report 
discloses the startling fact that one great plant operated 
in his district was rated only 59 per cent efficient 
in the use of coal. If this ratio, or anything like it, 
should hold good for the industrial plants in other 
districts where the efficiency is recognized as not being 
nearly so high as in the Pittsburgh district, then the 
Fuel Administration feels that it will be an easy matter 
to save from 25,000,000 to 30,000,000 tons in the 250,000 
industrial plants in the United States without in any 
way reducing the quality or quantity of the output. 


